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so for anyone who wasnt one of the few people who knew what was going on in mission: impossible
4, the sequel was all about a bunch of super-secret government agents fighting a bunch of super-

secret government agents for super-long stretches of time, while the guy who plays their computer-
generated friend is sent off to some kind of imaginary post-apocalyptic hellscape. so, yeah, pretty

much as you would expect. but hey, that's what mission: impossible is all about, right? while it wasnt
exactly all that surprising to hear that mission: impossible 5 was going to be directed by brad bird, it

was surprising to see him go a little heavy on the 3d. while the movie would certainly be a more
vibrant and colorful experience, the filmmakers and effects artists didnt make the best use of the

extra dimension, which makes the whole thing look a little flat. its also kind of hard to make out a lot
of the action when the movie is in 3d, which only adds to the overall feel that its a little too dark and

too flat. one of the biggest changes between rogue nation and rogue nation was that the movie
opens with an introduction to the characters. their names are all literally spelled out by cruise as he
walks on screen, and it takes a few minutes for the audience to get used to hearing cruise speak his

lines. but this method is far from a bad thing, especially because the dialogue is actually pretty good.
sure, cruise gets a few words in edgewise, but even when he seems to be talking in monologues, the
rest of the cast actually get to contribute a little bit of the action. there are also some great comedic

moments and one fantastic last line from cruise which really kicks the movie into high gear.
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the millennium falcon, a ship that can only be called "cool" by people who have never actually been
to a galaxy far, far away, pulls up at the foot of the towers. and out comes the team, who are in the
middle of a rescue mission to save jonah and to keep the world from being destroyed. the mission:
impossible gang meet up at the top of the tower with a boy named ethan hunt who they ask about
the whereabouts of the falcon. they're not told that the ship is heading straight towards the ledge
that the tower is built on, they're told that the falcon is lost. "lost?" says ethan. "you mean gone?"
ethan continues. "no, no, no, no. the falcon is lost and it's going to be okay." that's the way things

were meant to be, as the falcon is never in danger. at first, the plot didn't seem to have much to do
with the world we saw at the end of the last movie. however, the scene where they are trying to get
the falcon back online at the top of the tower was interesting. firstly, we see there is a world, which
is a place that we don't know and we have never been to. and secondly, the "villain" is a woman,

who is a part of the people that we don't know. mission: impossible – rogue nation's best moments
happen when the film features some genuine human emotion. most of the scenes involving cruise's
character have an element of fear, the situation is highly dangerous and he's under pressure. the

most obvious example is in the opening action scene where he is escaping from the russian
assassins. he's trapped in a snowbound area and has nowhere to run. this is a great scene, with tom

cruise playing the tension and fear he's feeling, and the audience experiencing the same thing.
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